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Abstract
The improvement of side impact protedion is today a
major cancern to the crashworthiness community, A
prerequisite for making this d eveiopmcnt possible is the
establishment of a common side impact test method,
representative of several traffic environments.
Volvo has made, a study aimed at determining the
suitability of a moving barrier test as a tool for the
development of side impact protection. Traffic accident
data from car-to-car accidents have becn used as references
to full-scale tests. Certain test parameters have been
varied to find out if an improved correlation is possible
between real-world accidents and laboratory collisions.
To further understand the interaction between the
occupant and the carstructure, slcd testing has been used
as a complement.
The conclusion of the study is that a suitable side
impact test method is a moving deformable barrier
( M DB) impacting in a 90° noncrabbed configuration. A
good resemblance to real-life accidents is achieved with a
CCMC MDB 76, mass l,40Ökg, ground clearance 250mm,
and impact speed 35mph.
Future work at Volvo will include further accident
investigations, improvement ofmeasurement techniques,
development of subsystem testing, and evaluation of
diffcrent MDB front faces in terms of force-crush
characteristics.

Background
Volvo strives to continuous!y improve the crash
worthiness af Volvo cars b y a conscious development and
design mategy, the Volvo Safety Design Philosophy( 1-2).
In short, this means the experience from traffic accident
studies is used as an importan1. source for estab!ishing
crashworthiness requirements, which, in combination
with other requiremen ts, form the input to the establish
ment of laboratory test methods. Requirements on
performance in thcsc tests are cstablished and further
developed into req uirements on systems and subsystems
in the car. These requirements provide the basis for the
actual design work of the car structure and thc interior
safety systems.

Side impact collisions have been focused on for several
years, and a br0ad analysis of the Volvo accident material
was published in 1982(3). Here the complexity of the
problem was en!ightened, for instance, the varying injury
patterns due to different collision objects, and it was
recommended, to cover dlfforent types of side impacts,
t hat a car-to-car simulating full�scale test should be
accompanied by complementary subsystem testing.
Since then, further inMdepth studies of side impact
accidents have been conducted to improve the input data
for thc development of test methods,
This paper focuses on the simulation of car-to-car
accidents and the estahlishment o[ a corrc�ponding test
method. lrrespective of the severity of lateral collisions
with poles and trucks, car-to-car side impacts still
const itute an essential problem to be dealt with.
Volvo has followed the· developmcnt of the CCMC
moving deformable barrier, the MDB 76(4). This barder
is thought to be a good representative of modern cars, not
only European but also American(S). It has a good
repeatability and makes a suitable substitute for actual
cars. H owever, comparisons with struck Volvo cars in
real-life accidents have shown certain discrepancies that
have initiated part of the Volvo study presented here.
The objective of thc study has been to find the effect of
variations of certa in test parameters and to establish a
test configuration corresponding to real-life experience.

Side lmpact Accident Studies
The side impact test procedure described in this paper
has partly been chosen on the basis of a comparative
analysis of Volvo 240 field accidents and laboratory
collisions in corresponding crash configurations.
Two different investigation levels were used in the
accident sample. From Volvo's statistica! accident material
(]arge number of accidents, limited investigation depth),
645 car-to-car side impact cases were chosen for ana!ysis,
the·selcction criteria being that the occupant compartment
was impacted and an occupant was seated ncarside.
To these accidents were added 23 side impact cases
investigated by Volvo's muitidisciplinary in-depth study
team and chosen to insure accldent conditions comparable
to the laboratory crash tests. The -selection criteria were:
Volvo 240 accidcnts where the compartment was run into
by a medium�size car or a van at 60" to 1 20 ° (orienta tion
anglc) and with an occupant seated on thc near side. The
in-depth study cases 1vere analyzed thoroughly with a
view to thc degree and shape of deformation (8-pillar
i ntrusion) and the degree of injury severity (MAIS) to the
near side occupant.
In spite of the absence of re!iabk, crash .severity
calculation methods for side impacts, it has beenpossible
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to establish a fairly re!iable assessment of the connection
between the dcgree of deformation, the impact speed (for
a homogenous group of specified striking cars), and the
resulting injury to occupants, since laboratory crash tests
correspo11ding to the field accident conditions were
availab!e.
The results are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.
Both the accident statistics (Figure 1) and the ana!ysis
of lhe in�dCpth study cases (Figure 2) show that serious
injuries (AIS 3-t) start to occur more frequently at
deformations corresponding to impaci speeds exceeding
30 to 35mph. This does not mean that AIS 3 injuries
necessarily occur in such collisions. Occupants sometimes
escapc with minor or moderate injuries (AIS 1 to 2) at
8-pillar i ntrus ions corresp ond ing to approximately 35m ph
(sce Figure 3).
It should be pointed out the deformation pattern
analysis described here does not necessarily imply that a
mere reinforcement of the side structure-•-and conse
quently a reduced deformation-wou!d reduce thc severity
of injuries.
The deformation shape of a Volvo 240 run into by the
CCMC barrier does not satisfactorily corrcspond to the
deformation shape in the field accidents investigated. The
barrier causes a considerably greater deformation at
shoulderi head height, (see Figure 2).
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Full-Scale Tests
The traffic accident experience shows the necessity of
improving the rescmblance oftoday's Jaboratory tests to
actual side impacts. The basis for this study has been the
CCMC test method(4). At present. the CCMC test
configuration and barrier are feh to be thc most repre
sentative setup. Volvo cars have also been tcsted earlier
according to this.

Test Matrix

Six full-scale tests were conductcd in Volvo's crash
testing facility, (see Table !).
In all tests, the target was standing still and was run
into by the bullet vehiclc on thc driver':. side. In tests I to5, the hullet hit the target pcrpendicularly with centerline
in hullet at SRP-position in target. Test 6 was conducted-)
in a 90° i27 ° crabbed configuration. Thevaricd parameters
were-• Type of hullet
• Mass of hullet
• Ground clearance of barrier
• Structural reinforcements and padding
• Crash configuration
Based upon expericnce from a prcvious side impact
study of the Volvo 240, the Volvo 760--the most recent
production car--was chosen as the target vehicle in this·.
study. In tests 5 and 6, the target was an expef!mentally _-
reinforced Volvo 760 (see Table !).

Choice of Varied Test Parameters

/ •••• CCMC•barrler-VOlvo24O
B pillar lnlrusl0n

at35 f1"4lh, lab test

I ••• Rea1Volva24Oaccidenls, MA.IS 3
- average B pillar lnlruslor,

Type of Gullet

/// - variation

Figure 2. Comparison between laboratory tests
35mph and real-life accidents- MAIS 3
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The comparison between cars and MDB's as hullets
was made to give an idea of the difference between a '
mid-size car with US-bumper system. such as a Volvo
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Table 1. List of conducted full-scale tests
Target

Bu!let
Ground
Clearance
(mm)

Test

Type

Mass
(kg)

1
2
3

1400
1400

5

Volvo 240
MDB 76
MDB 76
MDB 76
MDB 76

1400
1400

300
300
250
250

6

MDB 76

1400

250

No.

4

950

240, and an MDB 76(4) regarding intrusions, wall speeds,
and dummy responses. The bullet had a rnass of 1,400kg
in both cases (tests l and 2 in Table I). A comparison was
also made with thc previous study of the Volvo 240 as
target and with ficld cases.

Mass of Bullet
The mass was varied to ascertain thc effect on wall
speeds and dummy rcsponses. The levels chosen were
950kg in acrnrdance with CCMC specifications and
1,400kg. a typical medium-sile car mass closc to the
NHTSA barrier(6). Ground clearance in the compared
tests was 300mm (tests 2 and 3 in Table !).

Ground Clearance of Barrier
The barrier's ground clearance was reduced in test4 to
250mm, as the bask MDB 76 groundclcarance of300mm
turned out to give greatcr loads on thc structure and the
dummies at chest height ascomparcd with the Volvo 240,
and poor resemblance of intrusion profiles in the field
cases. The bullet in the full-scale tests compared had a
mass of 1,400kg (tests l, 2, and 4 in Table !). A
comparison was also made with the earliertcsts whcrethe
target was a Volvo 240.

Structural Reinforcements and Padding
The target was reinforced primarily to permit investi
gation into how an MDB 76 reacts, regarding its
resistance to bottoming out when put up against a !est
object that is essentially stronger(tcst 5 in Table !). The
targct vehic!e was also equipped with padding.

Type

Mass
(kg)

Test
Type

lmpact
Velocity
{mph)

Volvo 760
Volvo 760
Volvo 760
Volvo 760
Volvo 760
reinforced
Volvo 760
reinforced

1690
1690
1690
1690
1690

90°
90°
90°
90°
90°

35
35
35
35
35

1625

90 °/27 ° 35 simul.
39 resulting

Crash Configuration
It was a:lso decided to study the cffcct of testing in
crabbed configuration, as it is generally considered this
type oftest better simu!ates side impacts in the fidd. The
same test configuration was chosen as is uscd in the joint
Nl-lTSA and VW(5) projcct MIV. i.e., a 90 ° ! 27° crabbed
t:onfiguration.

Nonvaried Test Parameters
MDB

No comparativc testing was made on the different
dcformable fronts available. The CCMC MDB 76 was
chosen as the bullet due to its force-crush characteristics
and good repeatability.
Test Speed
The speed ofthc hullet at right angles to thc target was,
in all cases, 35mph. The reason for this is that scverc
injuries (AIS 3+) in the Volvo 240 field accidents start to
occur more frequently at impact speeds exceeding 30 to
35mph. To improvc side impact protection, the relevant
test criteria, therefore, must be met at an impact speed of
35mph).

Choice of Structure-Related Evaluation
Parameters
In the full-scalc tests, a !arge number of parameters
werc measured with thc aid of accelerometers and high
speed cameras. Some of the relevant structure-rdated
651
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pa rameters were chosen fora comparativr- analysis ofthe
various tests.
The injuries affecting the ncarside occupant in a side
impact depend to a !arge extent on the speed of the
intruding sidc structure. I t is therefore essentia! that
intrusion speeds are correctly simulated. In traffic
accidents, only postcrash data ari:available. A compariwn
between laboratory tests and traffic accidents must rely
on such data. e.g., residual deformation. For the evalu
arion of the full-scale tests, comparison is madc for-• Wall speed at chest height
• Wall speed at pelvis height
111
Residual interna! deformation of B-pi!!ar
A further indication of the fundamenta l side impact
mechanisms is also the velocity increase to whlch the
target is exposed in relation to t hc velocity increase of the
side structure, i.e.--o The target's rigid body m'ovement pattern
• The movement pattern of the side structure
• The relation between thcse two
The velocity, in chest- and pelvis-level, ofthe intruding
side struct ure is graphically established from high-speed
film of the B-piltar ut the time of dummy impact. This
mcthod of measuring the wall speed is more rel-iable than
using accelerometer readings from the structure that
actually impacts the d ummy. The wall speed is loo ked
upon as a structural paramete r since its importanceas an
injury-producing parameter is reduced when padding is
in troduced. The time of d u mmy impact is assessed by
using the cl1est acceleration resultant graph.
Since this is a comparative analysis, thc different
evaluation parameters are normalized so that values in
otie test are set to 1 .0. The values in'the tests to which the
first test is compared are all in relation to this.

biomechanically better relate<l to inj ury than acceleration
is. However, <luring testing it was found that im perfect
design of the chest, csrecially the shoulder part, has
red uced the information from the chest <leflection readings
and thc reliability of these mcasurements.
The following parameters are used for thc evaluation
of test results:
• Maximum head acceleration (>3ms)
o Maximum chest a-cce!eration (>3ms), center of
gravity
• Peak resultant chest acceleration
o Peak acceleration upper rib
• Peak acceleration lower rib
o
Maximum hip acceleration (>3ms)

Sled T est Method
As a complement to ful\-scalc testing, a test method is
required for studying thc interaction betwecn the car side
intcrior and the occupant. This test mcthod must simulate
the desired dummy contact speed and also provide
furthcr acceleration for thc dummy as long as it i.s in
contact with the walL
In the sled test, a test rig is mounted on an HYGE crash
simula' t or. Pudding is fastened to two, sfec\ platcs attached
to thc rig by six load transd ucers. Two bars projcct from
the rig. and the seat with the APROD dummy moves
along these (see Figure 4).

Comments
The wall speeds must be interpreted with care· due_ to
both the inaccuracy of the measuring method used and
the fact that the dummy responses are not only dependent
on wall speed at the time of contact, but a lso on the wall
speed history <luring the total peri od of contact. Tims ,
wall speeds and dummy response in some cases may
appear to be contradictory.

Choice of Dummy-Related Evaluation
Parameters
The APROD-8 1 d ummy has been usrn as a measuring
device. This dummy is basically a Part 572 dummywith a
special chest designcd to measure chesl deflection ar two
!cvels(7).
This dummy was p referred to the American SID
dummy because the deflecti_on and deflection rate are
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Figure 4. Si de collision rig mounted on HYGE

The rig is gearcd to the desired impact speed and
acceleration after dummy impact. The d ummy seat
remains still until the wall hits thc d ummy.
Three load transducers and an accelerometer are
mounted on each steel plate to which chest padding and
pelvis padding are fastened (Figure 5). They measure the
load and rate ofaccelcration at pdvis and chest When the
dummy is hit. l mpact times for chest and pelvis padding
are recorded by means of two zero triggers. The
accelerometers on the stee\ plate and on the far side of the
ribs record the intrusion in the padding after two
integrations. As an extra check on the padding intrusio n_,
a sliding potentiometer is also used. With a few additions,
the rig can casily be adapted for simulation of B-pillar
impact,

P3dding

Sleelplate
load transducer ''::..
Accelerometer

Slrdlng potentiometer
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Figure 5. Transducer positioning in wall and dummy
chest

Results of Full-Scale Tests
Type of Hullet

Structure

fests l and 2, i.e .. Volvo 240 ver�us Volvo 760 and
MDB Yersus Volvo 760 (sec Tab!e \), show the residual
deformation is considerab\y greater at chcst hdght in the
case of an MDB 76 than in that ofa Volvo 240. At pc!vis
height. on the other hand, the deformation is greatcr for
the Volvo ( Figure 6). The$ame results are obtained using
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Figure 7. Interna! deformation of B-pillar in earlier
Volvo test series

76 loads thc targct's side structure more than the Volvo
,240, and the !oad is morc evenly distrihuted.
The dynamic intrusion process i!lustrated in figure 8
shows there is no difference. al the time of dummy
impact, between the Volvo 240 and M DB 76 at the point
in the slructure whcre measuremcnt was made.
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Figure 6. Intern al deformation ofB-pillar in tests 1 and 2

a Volvo 240 as target in tbe 90° test configuration (Figure
7). The Volvo 240, ho\\ever, is relatively rigid in the
bumper region compared with other car modcls, which
can also be scen from thc field accidents that have been
analyzcd.
The field cases (Figure 2) abo show the rcsidual
deformation of the B-pillar caused by thc MDB 76 is
grcater at-chest height, the diffcrencc bei ng equivalent to
that in Figurc 6.
Figure 8 shows the wall speed on irnpact with the
dummy is the same both at chest and pclvis height in test
2. [t can also be secn that ve {wall specd at chcst height)
and vp (wall speed at pelvis height) ar� somewhat iowcr in
test I. and also that ve < vp. This suggests that the MDB

Tlme

Figure 8. Comparison of intrusion patterns and wall
speeds (v) in tests 1 and 2
Interior

The load on the dummy, like the residua! deformations,
varies greatly regarding c best and pelvis from test l to test
2 (see Figure 9),
The different evaluation parameters are for the com
parative analysis normalized so that values in test 2 are
set to 1.0, and the valucs for test 1 are given in relation to
this.
The level of acceleration at the ribs depends on the
impact speed, and maximum .1t:celeration occurs soon
after thc dummy is hit. Max. Cr occurs \Vhen thc dummy's
dd1ection pistons bot1om out. sincc the dummy is
rc!atively comprcssib!e to bcgin with beforc going too
rigid. The Cr· level is thus exJremely dependent, at a later
�tage. on thc intrus:ion speed,
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Figure 10. Comparison of intrusion pattern and wall
speeds (v) in tests 2 and 3

Figure 9 shows thatthe Cr in the dummy is higherwith
an MDB 76 with a ground clearance of 300mm as the
bullet than fora Volvo 240, while the acceleration levels
at pelvis height are lower.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Comments
It is c\early unsuitable to modcl a car's side impact
protection on the basis of a spcdfic car mode! as the
hullet The above results suggest, however, that the MDB
76, 300mm, does not satisfactorily represent either the
Volvo 240 or the colliding vehicles in the field accident
analysis. It is our opinion tests should be carricd out with
a hullet that, in respect of the decisive criteria, is more
representative of the average car. Certain modifications
to improve the rcsemblance of the CCMC barrier to thc
averagc car are discussed further an.

A reduction af 450kg in tbe mass turned out to have
little effect on wa!l speed at chest and pe\vis level on
impact with the dummy (Figure 10).
Figure 10 shows that dynamic intrusion is not affected
appreciably until after impact with the dummy, when the
greater kinetic energy in test 2 results in a greater
acceleration and, in thc cnd, a greater residual deformation
CFigure 11).
Jnterior
The speed af the intruding wall at chest and pelvis
height at thc time of impact is the same in both tests (see
Figure 10), However, in the case of the lower barrier
mass, the speed ofthe intruding wall at the time ofhead
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MDB 76950kg
MDB 761400 kg
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Figure 11. Interna! deformation of B-pillar in tests 2
and 3

• impact is lower, thus giving less severe head impact (see
Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Dummy response in tests 2 and 3- normal
ized values

Comments
Greater mass means greater deformatiön of the targct
but no decisive difference in the loading af the dummy.

We find it preferable, for development rcas,ons, to
maintain a high mass in the hullet: first, to cause greater
deformation in the target enabling us to pinpoint wcak
nesses in the structurc, and, second, to take into con
sideration the heavier vehicles in the field.
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lntrusion at pelvis height is, however, considerably
greater With the Volvo 240. This car is stitforthan avernge
in the bumpcr region, as was mentioned above, and this is
also shown in Figure 15.

Ground Clearance of the Bullet

Volvo 240 ~ Volvo 240
(15 % higher klnetic energy)

Structure

BMW 528 -Volvo 240

Lowering the ground clearance from 300 to 250mm
means the overlap of the deformable roam front over thc
door sill structure of the target is bigger. This, however,
has little effect on the wall speeds at chest and pelvis
height on impact With the dummy (scc Figure 13).

-Ve Vp

2
(4

1.0 1.0

500mm

Figure 15. Interna! deformation of B-pillar from Volvo
test series in 1978

1.0 1.0

Interior

•----- 250mm

2 -------- 300mm

Time
Time of du,nmy impacl

Figure 13. Comparison of intrusion pattern and wall
speeds (v) in tests 2 and 4

The residual deformation of the B-pillar at chest height
is less than the -intrusion callsed by a barrier height of
300mm. Thus, the 250mm barrier height betterresembles
the situation fora Volvo 240 {see Figure 14).

Lowering the ground c1earancc by 50mm resulted in a
lower !oad on the chest. The load on the pelvis, however,
was a little highcr than with a 300mm barrier (see Figun::
!6). The chest va\ue shows a good resemblancc wlth the
Volvo 240 as a test hullet, but the difference at pelvls
height still remains. It should be pointed out the Volvo
240 is representative of the averagecar at chest height but
is more stiff in the bumper region (sce F-igures 2 and 15).
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Figure 16. Dummy response in tests 1, 2, and 4normalized values

Comments
o

500 mm

Figure 14, Interna! deformation of B-pillar in tests 1, 2,
and 4

Figures 2, 14, 15, and 16 togcther ind-icate that
Jowering the ground elearance lo 250mm provides a more
realist-icload on the target's side structure and thercfore a
rnore realistic dummy response.
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Structural Reinforcements and Padding
The residual deformation is appreciably less in test 5
than in test 4, which means the bullct must absorb more
deformation energy (Figure 17). Despite this, the MDB
76 functions well and shows no tendency to bottom out.
!t should be mentloned that the target's mass, which
amounts to 1.690kg with thetwo dummies, is considerably
greater than that of many car modds on thc market.
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Figure 17. Intern al deformation of B-pillar in tests 4
and 5
Comment

A structural reinforcement as extcnsive as that in test 5
considerab!y rcduces wall speeds on impact with the
dummy (Figure 18). This reinforcement leads to an
increase of the ve!ocity in the nondeformed parts of the
targct, which, in general, causes an increas_e in the relative
velocity ofthe occupant's body as compared with that of

orotaooe

5 - ,ein!croed

4 ------ star><Wd

Time

Figure 18. Comparlson of intrusion pattern and wa/1
speeds (v) in tests 4 and 5
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the intruding side structure. The result ofthis could be a
reduced effect ofthereinforcement. However, this increase
of velocity is vcry small at the moment the dummy is hit,
and the rcduction in velocity of the intrnding side
structure predominates, as can be seen from Figure !8.
The dummy responsc in Figure 19 shows the accelera
tion levels in the chest are considerably lower when
paddingis added togethcrwith a substantial reinforcement
of the body structure.
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Figure 19. Dummy re5ponse in tests 4 and 5-normal
ized values

Crabbed Configuration
Test 6 was carried out in a 90° / 27° crabbed con
figuration(5). Compared to test 5, the walJ speeds with
this configuration are affected to the extent that a small
Jncrease occurs at chest height and a slight ,decrease at
pelvis hcight. Impact with the dumniy takes place at
about 20ms. Figure 20 shows no appreciahle rotation of
the tar get occurs until after aboul 40ms. However, the
target is moved ln parallel along a line about 10° from its
lateral direction. This means that during the first 40ms,
the target is exposed toa Joad that is a]most the same as
with a perpcndicular configuration at 35mph.
The residual deformation ofthc 8-pillaris slightly less
than in the corresponding 90° collision, due ta the fact
that a ]arge proportion of the bullet's kinetic energy is
transformed into rotational energy throughout the system
(sec Figure 2!).
Taking thc cross sensitivity of the accelerometers inta
account, it is a very difficult task to plot lhe intn1sion
process and target acceleration laterally, since the targei
and the bullet do not move in the rectilinear manner
throughout the process of deformation as In the case of
the 90° configuration.
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Figure 20. Movement of target and bullat in test 6 and
wall speeds (v) in tests 5 and 6 Olnes B and
D-center line of target and rigid part of
bullat at Oms respectively; lines A and
C-center line of target and rigid part of
bullet respectively at around 40ms)
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Figure 21, lnternal deformation of B-pillar in tests 5
and 6

lnterior
The effect of a 90° /27° configuration on tbe response
of the dummy is that the dummy docs not impact the
B-pi\iar or the Volvo 760. lhe head at 3ms is lower and
the Cr increases, since no load is transferred through the
shoulder part ofthe dummy butis entirely directed to the
chest, The greatest difference cancerns the load on the
head, while the difference regarding chest and pelvis
acceleration is fairly small (Figure 22),
Commcnts
The test in crabbed configuration showed thc !oad on
the car body is less severe laterally compared to the 90°
configuration, and the durnmy movcs somewhat dif
l'ercntly. The latter differencc can, in deve!opment testing,
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Testnc;5
Test no: 6

5 6
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Buliet MDB 76. 1400 kg, 250 mm
Target Volvo 760 relnforced,
Bulle! MOB 76, 1400 kg, 250 mm
Target Volvo 760 relnforccd crat>bed,

Figure 22, D.ummy response
normalized values

in

tests

5

and

6-

be obviated by altering the position of the seat so the
dummy does not impaet the B-pi!lar in case of a
pcrpendicular configuration.
The perpe.ndicu\ar situation leads to grcater lateral
load on the structurc$ added to improve -�ide impact
protection, as mast of the kinetic energy is used for the
deformation of the deformable front, deformation ofthe
target\ side structure, and acceleration of the target,
without any significant amoum transformcd inta rotation
in the system, The perpendicular situation is thus mono
severe than the crabbed one, as far as the structure is
concerned, when the impact speed normal to the side is
the same, Even if the judgment is that field accidents are
simulated more realistically by a crabbcd configuration,
there is, with the discussion above in view, still reason to
Jet the main part of the developrnent tests be conducted in
the 90° perpendicu!ar configuration.

Conclusion
The conclusion from this study is that a suitablc side
impact test method is a moving deformable barrier
impacting in a 90° nonerabbed configuration. A good
resemblance to real-lifc accidents is aehieved with a
CCMC MDB 76, mass 1.400kg, ground c!carance250mm,
and impact speed 35mph. The motives for this are
discussed above and briefly summed up below.
A mo ving deformablc barrier was chosen as the bulleL
sincc it is unsuitable to mode! a car's side impact
protection on the basis of a specific car as the :.triking
vehic\e. The MDB 76 uscd with its standard ground
clearance of 300mm did not satisfactorily reprcscnt the
striking cars in the field aecidents investigated, nor in the
laboratory tests. Lowering the ground clearance by
50mm gave good rcsults. however. in terms of car
resemblance. Reduction of the rnass to 950kg did not
appreciably affect the dummy response, so the mass
1.400kg wns chosen for development rcasons to cover
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a!so the American medium•size cars as striking vehicles
and to pinpoint weaknesses in the side structure,
The chosen impact specd, 35mph, is in the upper range
of the speed interval where severc: and more serious
injuries (AlS 31·) start to occur more frequently in Volvo
240 side impact accidents today. Therefore_, this leve!
must be kept if the object of future car designs is to
improve side impact protection,
The differences, in terms of dummy response, bctween
a crabbcd configuration and a noncrabbed one were
small. The advantage of a greater fiefd accidcnt realism,
when conducting the tests in the crabbed configuration,
were found to be overruled by the disadvantage of an
increased test comp]exity. Thus, for dcvelopment work,
it is believed the noncrabbed configuration is more
suitable. For the evaluation of ccrtain design solutions,
the performancein the crabbed situation must, ofcourse,
be checked at fegular intcrvals.
Volvo will continue to work with the improvement of
test methods for side impact testing. Some steps in this
process wili be-~• Further accidcnt investigations and development
of methods to assess sidc impact crash severity as
a basis for improvement of the resemblance
betwecn real-life accidents and laboratory tests
• A complete evaluation ofthedifferent MDB's in
terms of force-crush characteristics
• Testing with the NHTSA honeycomb MDB in
different crabbed configurations
• Developmcnt of an MDB, based on the MDB
76, tha t measures deflection and force in several
sections of the front
" Further dcvelopment of the MDB front face
based on experience from both field accidents
and laboratory testing
• Extending the test methods with supplementary
subsystem testing
• Further development work on side impact
dummies

o

Extending the test methods to cover accident
types otherthan car-to-car impact&
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Abstract
Basic parameters that determine the occupant injury
gravlty, in a side crash are specd and the hit sidewall
hardncss. These two parameters are intimately linked
together, and a full-scale rec_onscltution of a lateral
collision does not permit their separation easily.
658

A method is prescnted in tbis paper that uses a
subsystem-type test arrangement, reproducing the physical
lateral shock sequence while having the two parameters
separatcd. It then becomes possible to show the role
played by different elements invo!ved in a reaHife
impact:
• Impacting vchicle defoimable front end part
• lmpacted vehicle structure at the door inner
panel, where deformability plays an encrgy
absorbing role

